CTWorks partner with Mircom Zahra
to launch IoT Solutions in the MENAI region
CTWorks, a leading silicon valley
technology company has tied up with
Dubai, based Mircom Zahra Security
System LLC, a leading ELV Systems
Integrator to bring cutting edge Internet of
Things (IOT) solutions to the Middle East
and North Africa (MENAI) regions.

Using the flexible features of the IoT
platform, CTWorks offers fine fine granular
services in Pay as you Go model that
requires no upfront capital investment
from their building owners. The cloud
services from CTWorks include Test as
a Service (TaaS) to automatically test
sensors and devices periodically to
The Internet of Things solution employs
ensure safety standards compliance
advanced analytics and workflow based
maintenance and reporting requirement.
solutions to improve customers Mean
Data as a Service (DaaS) automates data
Time To Repair (MTTR) needs and optimize collection, normalization and storage and
operational expenses (OpEx).
data delivery for customers who would
like to leverage their existing analytics
With decades of experience in building
sensor based applications, Cloud, Analytics solutions investments. With Integration
as a Service (Iaas), CTWorks offers
and Internet Software, CTWorks has
optimized workflows, alerts, notifications
developed an IoT platform to bring “Just
in Time automation” advanced workflows and analytics and machine learning to
meet customer operational optimization
and analytics solutions.
requirements.
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“We are excited to partner with CTWorks
to bring IoT enabled operational
optimization solutions to our customers.”
“We will be in a position to offer Platinum
level support at the cost of Bronze level”
saving significant operational expenses
for our customers says Samir Sajwani
Marketing Director at Mircom Zahra.
“We are thrilled to partner with Mircom
Zahra and to bring our IoT Solutions
to the MENAI region. “With the close
collaboration with Zahra Mircom, CTWorks
will be able to replicate their customer
trust and establish CTWorks as the IoT
solutions platform and bring new levels
of efficiency to Intelligent Buidlings says
”Sangam Sangameswara, CEO of CTWorks.
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